Announcement of 3rd PHSS Foundation Awards for the Year 2016–17
Prof. H.S. Srivastava Foundation for Science and Society, Lucknow
(www.phssfoundation.org.in)

Professor H.S. Srivastava Foundation for Science and Society, Lucknow established PHSS Foundation biennial Awards in the year 2012 to honour some distinct contributors, who have created impact on the science and society by their outstanding work.

These awards are presented biennially to the persons nominated by a distinct personality along with consent of the nominee on recommendation of a selection committee of the renowned experts in the related fields. The committee to be constituted by the executive committee of PHSS Foundation will select awardees for the year 2016–17.

1. PHSS Foundation Life Time Achievement Award: Citation, Medal and Cash prize Rs 50,000
2. PHSS Foundation Award for Social Contribution: Citation, Medal and Cash prize Rs 25,000
3. PHSS Foundation Award for Science Communication: Citation, Medal and Cash prize Rs 20,000
4. PHSS Foundation Young Scientist Award: Citation, Medal and Cash prize Rs 15,000
5. PHSS Foundation Young Women Leadership Award: Citation, Medal and Cash prize Rs 15,000

Last date for receipt of nomination: 31 December 2016.
Age limit and eligibility (as on 31 December 2016)

Awards can be given to a person of Indian nationality, Indian origin and overseas citizen of India. The major work must have been done in India. The nomination should be done on prescribed form, which can be downloaded from www.phssfoundation.org.in or can be obtained from us by contacting through e-mail. For details of eligibility and nomination procedure, please see Current Science, Vol. 111, no. 3 (page no. 583), dated 10 August 2016 or www.kahaar.in/kahaar edition (Vol. 3(1–2) January–June) 2016.

Prof. Rana Pratap Singh, Secretary, Prof. H.S. Srivastava Foundation for Science and Society, Office no. 04, 1st Floor, Eldeco Express Plaza, Uttarathia, Rae Bareil Road, Lucknow 226 025, UP, India, Mobile nos.: 098891 21823/099356 88836; e-mail: phssoffice@gmail.com/cceseditor@gmail.com.